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Abstract—Making decorated logos requires image editing
skills, without sufficient skills, it could be a time-consuming
task. While there are many on-line web services to make new
logos, they have limited designs and duplicates can be made.
We propose using neural style transfer with clip art and text
for the creation of new and genuine logos. We introduce
a new loss function based on distance transform of the
input image, which allows the preservation of the silhouettes
of text and objects. The proposed method constrains style
transfer only around the designated area. We demonstrate
the characteristics of proposed method. Finally, we show the
results of logo generation with various input images.
Keywords-neural style transfer, logo generation, convolu-
tional neural network
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a difficulty of designing logos with decora-
tions. If one does not possess image editing skills, a lot
of time and energy will be wasted for making logos.
Although, there are on-line tools that can generate logos
easily. These websites use a heuristically mutating choice
selector, which the user has to select options to generate
the logo. An example of this is Logomaster1. However, the
problem with those kinds of websites is that the number of
designs is limited, and there is a possibility for a duplicate.
In recent years, style transfer using convolutional neural
networks has been an active field. There have been an
abounding number of works for style transfer between
two images to generate new images. Gatys et al. [1]
introduced the neural style transfer algorithm. Neural style
transfer uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [2] to
generate images by synthesizing a content image and a
style image. In neural style transfer, local features of the
style image transfers onto the structure of a content image.
An example of neural style transfer is shown in Fig. 1.
Also, ConvDeconv style network is used to transfer styles
of image in real time by Johnson et al. [3]. Moreover,
style transfer has been achieved by using Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) by Isola et al. [4]. They
successfully used GANs to map input images to newly
generated images.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel method
of generating decorated logos automatically. The term
decorated logo refers to a decorated text (word-mark) or a
symbol with decorated text. In the proposed method, any
pattern images can be used as style image. But, the type
of content image is fixed as clip art or binary silhouette
1https://logomaster.ai/
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image (c) Generated Image
Figure 1. An example of neural style transfer. Styles such as, textures
and local details of the style image 1(b) has been transferred onto
the main structure of content image 1(a) , resulting in the generated
image 1(c).
(a) Text as a content image and
its decorated logo.
(b) Simple clip art as a content
image and its decorated logo.
Figure 2. Examples of content images and a logo which content images
will be transformed into.
like images as shown in examples of Fig. 2. In order
to generate logos more clearly, we propose a new loss
function in addition to the already existing ones in neural
style transfer.
The main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) The introduction of a new loss function, which is
designed for maintaining the shape as possible as it
could.
2) A method to generate new and genuine logos easily.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes related work regarding in neural style
transfer and logo generation. Section III describes neural
style transfer algorithm and its mechanism. Section IV
explains about the new loss function, which is imple-
mented into neural style transfer algorithm. Section V
shows experimental results in logo generation. Finally, we
will conclude our work and discuss about future work in
Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
One solution for logo generation is the use of genetic
algorithms. Logo designing website Mark Maker2 uses a
2https://emblemmatic.org/markmaker/
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Figure 3. The process flow of neural style transfer.
user-selected word to generate first generation of recom-
mended logos. Then depending on selections of the user,
the system produces next generation of logos. This process
happens until the user finds their desired logo.
There have been few attempts to generate fonts automat-
ically. Tsuchiya et al. [5] used example fonts to determine
predictive features. Also, works has been done to generate
fonts using interpolation of fonts [6], [7]. Lately, a method
to generate fonts using neural style transfer has been
proposed [8].
In the field of neural style transfer [1], there have been
many methods introduced on transferring styles of art to
an image [9]. Li and Wand [10] used Markovian GANs
for better texture synthesis. Chen et al. [11] and Ulyanov
et al. [12] increased calculation speed of neural style
transfer and Gatys et al. [13] preserved features of the
content image. Because of that, neural style transfer is
used on video [14] as well as sparse images [15]. The
main advantage of neural style transfer is simplicity. There
is no need of handcrafted features or heuristic rules.
III. NEURAL STYLE TRANSFER
The basic principle of neural style transfer [1] is to
extract content representations and style representations of
input images, and mix them into new image using a pre-
trained CNN. As a CNN, we used the Visual Geometry
Group Network (VGGNet) [16]. The VGGNet was trained
for image recognition with ImageNet dataset. Because of
its deep neural network design, the VGGnet is suitable
for extracting content and style representations of an input
image.
A. Content and Style Representations
With a given input image to the VGGNet, filter re-
sponses to every layer is produces as feature map. Feature
maps on selected layers can be considered as the content
representation of an input image. A content representation
on lower layers are more similar to the input image, where
as a content representation on higher layers loses global
features of the input image.
In order to obtain the style representation of an input
image, a feature space, which is designed to capture
texture information is used. This feature space can be
built on any layers of the CNN. It consists of feature
correlations given by the Gram matrix Gl in multiple
layers. The Gram matrix Gl is given as,
Glij =
∑
k
F likF
l
jk, (1)
where F lik and F
l
jk refer to feature maps i and j in layer l.
The reason to use multiple layers is to obtain a consistent
and multi-scale representation of the input image, thereby
capturing only its texture information.
B. Neural Style Transfer
Fig. 3 shows the process of transferring the style from
a style image ~a onto a content image ~p. First, a content
image ~p inputs to the VGGNet and its feature maps in
selected layer are stored as the content representation P l
on lth layer. Next, a style image ~a passes through the
network. The sum of Gram matrices on every layer are
computed and stored as style representation AL of a style
image.
Then, the image to be generated ~x, which is initialized
as the content image, passes through the network. Using its
feature maps, the content representation F l and the style
representation GL of the generated image are computed
on same layers as the respective representations.
With content and style representations, loss functions
used for generating images can be calculated. The content
loss Lcontent is calculated as a sum of square difference
between content representations of the content image ~p
and the generated image ~x in the selected layer as shown
in Eq. (2).
Lcontent(~p, ~x,~l) =
1
2
∑
ij
(F lij − P lij)2. (2)
Style loss Lstyle can be calculated as a sum of square dif-
ferences between style representations of the style image
~a and the generated image ~x in every layer.
Lstyle(~a, ~x) =
L∑
l=0
wlEl, (3)
where
El =
1
4N2l M
2
l
∑
ij
(Glij −Alij)2. (4)
In Eqs. (3) and (4), wl are weighting factors for the
contribution of layer l to style loss, Nl is the number of
filters in layer l, Ml is the dimensions of layer l .
Then, we can combine Lcontent and Lstyle into the
total loss Ltotal by taking linear addition. Given α and β
are weighting factors for content and style representations
respectively, Ltotal is defined as,
Ltotal = αLcontent + βLstyle. (5)
Lastly, the generated image ~x is gradually optimized to
minimize the total loss Ltotal, thus generating a new image
that has contents of the content image and the style of the
style image.
IV. DISTANCE TRANSFORM LOSS
With neural style transfer, the style from the style image
is applied to the entire content image. For the purpose of
art, it is desirable to synthesize a whole image with aspects
of the content image and style image. However, logos
often do not fit in basic primitive shapes. Therefore, when
style transferring onto the silhouette image of a logo, the
style unnecessarily transfers to the background. Because
of that, there is too much noise outside of the desired
contents.
However, we cannot simply cut the shape from the
generated image. Because part of a shape which is gen-
erated by neural style transfer may have cut, causing
it to look unnatural. In order to produce more natural
looking generated image, we propose a new loss function
using distance transform of the input images. The distance
transfer loss constrains style transfer to the shape of a
content image and its near vicinity.
A. Distance Transform
For each pixel in a binary image, the distance transform
assigns a value, which is the distance to the nearest pixel
that is silhouette. With distance transform, the value of the
silhouette pixels become zero, and further the pixels are
located from the silhouette higher the values become as
shown in Fig. 4.
The distance transform image D has same dimensions
as an original image, but its pixel values are that of values
of distance transform. In this paper, we used Euclidean
distance metric for its compatibility to different shapes in
order to calculate the distance transform image D.
(a) Silhouette (b) Distance transform
Figure 4. Original binary image and its distance transform image
(visualized by heat map). Inner side of the silhouette shapes are com-
pletely white but outer side gradually becomes darker with the increasing
distance from the silhouette shape.
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image
(c) Normal neural
style transfer
(d) With distance
transform loss
Figure 5. Comparison between using distance transform loss or not
using.
Once the distance transform image D is computed, it
can be manipulated to emphasize the specific group of
pixels. One way is to take pixel-wise power of distance
transform image D, with power of two or more. The values
of pixels that are far from the silhouette shapes become
large, whereas, values of nearby pixels do not change
much. For every pixel dij of the distance transform image
D, emphasis with power n would look like,
dij =
{
0 if inside of a silhouette
dnij otherwise
(6)
However, n should be two or higher. In other words, we
put weights on the pixels that are far from the silhouette
shapes, which are more likely to be background pixel.
B. Distance Transform Loss
Given a content image ~p, the generated image ~x, the
distance transform image Dcontent of the content image,
and a natural number n, the distance transform loss
Ldistance would be,
Ldistance =
1
2
(~p ◦Dncontent − ~x ◦Dncontent)2. (7)
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image
(c) α/β = 0.001 (d) α/β = 0.01 (e) α/β = 1.0
Figure 6. Different ratio of weighting factors α/β with same γ = 0.01.
With different α/β ratios, distance transform loss constrains the style
transfer around shapes of silhouette indiscriminatingly.
In other words, first, pixel-wise multiplication of the
content image ~p and its distance transform image Dncontent
is calculated and stored. Then, pixel-wise multiplication
of generated image ~x and the distance transform image
Dncontent of the content image is calculated. Finally, the
distance transform loss Ldistance is calculated as, squared
error between those multiplications.
Equation (7) ensures that the penalty on pixels around
the silhouette shapes are always smaller than those of
further pixels. While Ldistance can preserve the shape of
the silhouette and surroundings, it can also remove the
noises from outside of the silhouettes shapes. This process
is emphasized by n, larger the n the more noise will be
removed.
We can implement the distance transform loss Ldistance
to neural style transfer by simply adding to the total loss
Ltotal with weighting factor γ:
Ltotal = αLcontent + βLstyle + γLdistance. (8)
As shown in Fig. 5, the distance transform loss con-
strains style transferring around the shape. It also does not
interfere with neural style transfer within the that area.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The key contribution of this paper is to constrain the
neural style transfer around the pre-segmented region
using distance transform loss. In this section, we will
expose some aspects of neural style transfer constrained by
distance transform loss. Then, we will show some results
of logo generation using proposed method.
Content representations were taken from layer
”conv4 2” of VGGNet. Style representations were taken
from the layers ”conv1 1”, ”conv2 1”, ”conv3 1”,
”conv4 1”, ”conv5 1”. Weighting factors for content
image and style image, α and β are constant at 0.001
and 1.0 respectively except for Fig. 6.
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image
(c) γ = 0.0001 (d) γ = 0.01 (e) γ = 1.0
Figure 7. Different values of weighting factor γ. When γ is used, neural
style transfer is more tightly constrained to silhouette shapes.
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image
(c) D1 (d) D3 (e) D5
Figure 8. When there is no emphasis for distance transform image as in
8(c), there are much noise around the original shape. With the increase of
emphasis power, noise around the shape is removed gradually. (Content
image is retrieved from http://clipground.com).
A. The Influence to Neural Style Transfer
Fig. 6 shows how the distance transform loss Ldistance
influences neural style transfer. With different values of
weighting factors α and β, different style transfer results
can be achieved. When α/β is large, the generated image
is more similar to the content image, and when α/β is
small the generated image is more similar to the style
image.
In Fig. 6, even the α/β changed drastically from empha-
sizing content image to emphasizing style image, there is
no change in shapes of silhouettes. Only inside of shapes
are changed according to α/β ratio. Thus, we can assume
that although the distance transfer loss Ldistance constrains
neural style transfer around the silhouette shapes, its
influence to style transferring is small. Because, other than
background pixels, distance transfer loss Ldistance is too
small to be noticed by optimization algorithm.
(a) Large details (b) Medium details (c) Small details
Figure 9. Logo generation using different size and density style images.
B. The Strength of Weighting Factor
The most important aspects of neural style transfer are
the weighting factors. As noted before, different com-
binations of α and β produces different results. In this
experiment, we will the show impact of γ with same α/β.
Fig. 7 shows the results with different values of weight-
ing factor γ. Even with small value as in Fig.7(c), noises
are almost completely removed. Then when γ becomes
large enough as in Fig.7(d) and Fig. 7(e), style transfer is
completely contained withing the silhouette shapes.
C. The Emphasis of Distance Transform Image
Fig. 8 shows results with different emphasizing power
n. When there is no emphasis ( n = 1 ), there are too much
noise formed around the shape. When the the emphasizing
power n is increased, the noises are removed that much.
Therefore, we can assume that larger emphasizing power is
much preferable in order to constrain style transfer around
the silhouette shapes. Because, by taking pixel-wise power
of a matrix, large values become much larger and its error
will be larger too. Then, the optimizer tries to remove
pixels with large error such as background, resulting in
noise free style transfer.
D. Logo Generation
Fig. 9 shows that logos generated using dancing human
silhouettes and three different style images with different
size and density. In neural style transfer, size and density
of patterns in style image has big impact on resulting
image. When a style image with small details used to
synthesize, then the resulting image has small details.
Whereas, when a style image with big details used, the
resulting image has big details. In addition, density of the
style image is transferred to content image too.
For instance in Fig. 9, the human shapes consisted of
blue squares of style image in each generated image. Nev-
ertheless, the size of those squares are different according
to the size of details on the style image. When a style
image with small squares is used, the generated image
has small squares. On the other hand, when a style image
with large squares is used, dancing humans consist of large
squares in the generated image.
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image (c) Generated Image
Figure 10. Logo generation using text image as content image.
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image (c) Generated Image
Figure 11. Logo generation using shape and text combinations as
content image.
Fig.10 shows logo generation using a text image as the
content image. Also, some logos have both shapes and
text combined. In Fig.11, a combination of shapes and
text used as the content image for constrained neural style
transfer.
E. Transferring Styles to Background
Fig. 12 shows logo generation by style transferring to
the background of a content image. Looking closer at the
generated image, style of the style image appears inside of
the shapes. The reason for that is the shapes in the content
image is much thinner and the distance transform values
are small. Thus, errors for pixels inside of shape are small
and styles transferred onto them. To refrain the style from
appearing inside of the shapes, much larger emphasizing
power and weighting factor are needed.
F. Font Generation
Using font images as the content image, novel decorated
fonts can be generated. Fig. 13 shows that stylized fonts
have successfully generated. Neural style transfer has
constrained around the characters due to the distance trans-
form loss. Also, there is no noise around the characters.
For font generation, it is better to use a style rich content
image such as Fig. 13(a). Because, the style transfers onto
the characters in the content image, and the characters
should be large and wide enough to allow style transferring
onto them. If it was slim font, then styles have nowhere
to transfer but very small region of slim characters.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced distance transform loss
function for constraining neural style transfer. While crop-
ping the generated image could be used, it does not pro-
duce natural results. Because the continuity of a generated
shape could be cut. With distance transform loss, neural
(a) Content Image (b) Style Image (c) Generated Image
Figure 12. Logo generation by transferring styles to background.
(a) Content Image (b) Bells Style (c) Generated Image
(d) Flowers Style (e) Generated Image
Figure 13. Font generation using constrained neural style transfer
style transfer occurs in a constrained region, which is
determined dynamically.
The proposed method is suitable for using with pre-
segmented content images such as silhouette images or
clip arts. We showed that the effect of the distance trans-
form loss is only to constrain style transfer to a region. It
does not interfere with neural style transfer inside of that
constrained region.
Also, we observed that how power emphasis and
weighting factor work. Those two parameters should be
as large as possible, but if it is too large, it could be same
as image cropping.
We generated three different types of logos using three
different content images: text images containing only text,
shapes such as silhouettes or clip arts, and images that
contain shapes and text both. In addition to that, we
demonstrated logo generation by transferring to the back-
ground of a content image. In this case, parameters should
be tuned differently to achieve successful results. The
biggest advantage of the logos generated by constrained
neural style transfer, is that generated logos are genuine
and novel without any fear of a duplicate.
Finally, we provided examples of font generation with
constrained neural style transfer. Completely novel and
clean font has been generated by out method. In the future
research, we are planning to build a complete system for
generating logos.
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